MERKEZI KAYIT KURULUSU (MKK)
CENTRAL SECURITIES DEPOSITORY OF TURKEY

PROJECTS, NEWS, AND PLANS...
CORE SERVICES-I
Depository Services

- Provide Central Depository services for dematerialized capital market instruments (CDS); Borsa Istanbul Equities, Fixed Income and Derivatives markets, Takasbank Lending market and Funds Platform (TEFAS), TURIB e-Warehouse Receipts Spot market, Crowdfunding Platforms, and Bearer Shares Registry System
- Monitor and reflect the rights related to capital market instruments,
- Carry out procedures related to dematerialization of electronic warehouse receipts (e-Warehouse Receipts) issued by licensed warehouses, electronic recording, reporting of these and related rights and establishing a platform for them,
- Operate securities settlement system.
CORE SERVICES-II
Trade Repository and Reporting Services

- **Electronic Trade Repository Service (e-VEDO)**
  - T+0 and T+1 Reporting
  - Fixed Income Reporting
  - VAP (Data Analysis Platform) **NEW**
  - Investor Risk Monitoring System (IRMS) **NEW**

- To provide a data analysis platform, from which all data in the capital and financial markets be provided securely, consistently and accurately, specifically the data stored in Central Dematerialised System and Public Disclosure Platform.

- With the aim of monitoring systemic risk and maintaining financial stability, Investor Risk Monitoring System, not only allows measuring of intermediary institution risks, but also provides a system to measure the risks of their clients who engage in margin trading, short selling and securities lending transactions (**IRMS=YRTS in Turkish)**,

- Central Electronic Transmission Gathering and Analysis System - an application, allows members to request non-standard and historical data in the CDS environment (**MEVITAS**)
CORE SERVICES-III
Corporate Governance Services

- Provide an electronic system through which electronically signed notifications required by the capital markets and Borsa Istanbul regulations are publicly disclosed (PDP),
- Provide the necessary technological infrastructure for electronic participation in the general meetings of joint stock companies (e-GEM),
- Provide a database/platform for stock companies that are required to open dedicated web sites to disclose specific information and documents by law (e-COMPANY),
- Provide a system that enables holding meetings in electronic environment for board of directors of joint stock companies and management boards of other equity companies (e-BDS).
Establish an electronic platform, where investors can view the account balance and portfolio distribution of their accounts held with MKK, put/remove blockage on their securities, access corporate actions information on their shares, receive periodic notifications with regards to their transactions, monitor their limits on Crowdfunding platforms and remotely open investment accounts at intermediary institutions (e-INVESTOR),

Provide Call Center services for investors (444 0 MKK)
e-BDS is the system that enabled Board of Directors (BoD) and other executive meetings to be held virtually

- With its compatibility in using mobile signature, the BoD decisions approved through this system is accepted as valid and legal

- They system can be accessed from desktop PCs and/or laptops users need to have e-signature cards, or mobile signatures to login.

- Efficient Allocation of Operational Costs: Travel Expenses, Accommodation Expenses, Minimization of Risks

- Time Saving: No Need to be Physically Present at the Meeting Venue

- Electronic Signing of the Board Decisions: Digital Archive, Automated and Controlled BoD Processes

- Executable Deployed on Company Servers/System: Stand alone system with no connection to MKK servers
As per the “Law No. 7262 on the Prevention of Financing the Proliferation of Weapons of Mass Destruction”

Unlisted companies and companies that issue bearer shares can register their bearer shares at MKK’s Bearer Shares Registration System (HPKS),

The system enables shareholders to monitor their bearer shares on MKK’s e-Investor application and new shareholders to register their shares to the system.

As it is stated in the regulations, shareholders who have bearer shares, are required to register their shares to MKK’s HPKS system until 31 December 2021 to be able to continue exercising their shareholder rights given by the law.

The shareholders will no longer be able to exercise their rights if they fail to register to the system until the given date.
“MKK Crowdfunding System (CFS)” is a platform in which trustees, entrepreneurs or entrepreneurship companies and investors who will be funded as members of the platforms will participate and perform their transactions in crowdfunding processes.

Some of the duties and responsibilities of MKK are as follows:

- integration with the platforms,
- verification of investors,
- Monitoring of the (Project) investment limits / (Funding) limits of the investors / limits of venture companies and entrepreneurs,
- Execution of withdrawal requests of the investors,
- Registration and Dematerialization of the (successful) companies/projects